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Why athletes activism is on the rise? 

(international)

International doping scandals / anti-doping system

Athlete representation / power imbalance

Sexual abuse cases

Cover-ups about mistreatment, abuse, bullying and discrimination

demand more openness and accountability

Massive injection of capital (IOC, NOCs, IF, NCAA)

Rule 40 and 50 - Many profit from - except athletes

Legal disputes: athletes or institutions (California (NCAA) + (Rule40))

Political considerations (e.g. USA, Italy, EU): limit autonomy of sport

IOC eyewash: „Athletes’ Rights + Responsibilities

Declaration“, Athletes Forum 2019

Needs more focus: women with high testosterone (IAAF + IOC)



Why athletes activism is on the rise? 

(Germany)

International doping scandals (especially Russia)

Structure of elite sports + financial support (e.g. Army)

Dual career paths / problems

Elite sports reform

A litany of scandals (e.g. IOC, DFB, LSVS)

demand more openness + accountability

Runaway commercialism, IOC payments to the DOSB - German 
Olympic athletes still have their rights limited – further legal disputes 
possible

Power imbalance within German elite sports and Olympics (IOCAC)

Appreciation + recognition

Still no topic: Abuse in German sports common (approx. over 
200.000 cases), tampering etc. - Athletes often stay quiet.



Athleten Deutschland e.V.

• felt they didn't have the power to 

bring change to German elite 

sports within the NOC (DOSB)

• decided to form an independent 

interest group

government grand 450.000€

Athletes' voice

Legal support

CEO

Network/ platform for all 

athletes/ all sports

Rule 40 decision
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Conclusion
Global Perspective

• Athletes still often scapegoats

• Runaway commercialism / 
indentured servitude - built on nearly 
unpaid labor (athletes + stadiums)

• Athletes don't want to take money 
away from the IOC

• Agenda 2020 - Zealous defense of 
bogus principles

• Rule 40 = Indirect price fixing

• Athletes should be permitted to 
thank regional sponsors

• Disconnection of IOCAC and ACs 
worldwide

• BUT also: Possible disconnection 
between Western world athlete reps 
+ other athletes reps

Outlook/ Future
• Threats loom on multiple fronts: 

athletes, courts, politics, breakaway 
movements, public disgust

Checks and balances / culture of 
compliance needed

Independent representation

Protection of athletes' 
representatives

Unions

Quota (50/50)

break the monopoly: separation as a 
solution?

New sports acts (legislative)

Court rulings (judiciary)












